
Metric Spaces and Topology
Lecture 22

By rescaling, Krysohn's learn can be stated as follows:

Krysohn's Lemma. If X is a normal top space, 10, and Co, 4 2X dis-
joint closed sets, then there is a continuous
function f: X->(0,27 ist, flco=0 and flc,Eh,

Note thatKrysohn's lemma can be viewed as a continuous extension

statement: give the function 9:CoLC, + [0,13 sit. g1co=0, g(cl
(in particular, y is continuous on CoL12, became preimages ofclosed
are closed, it admite a continuous extension 5: X- (0,13.
Iterative applications of this gives the more general statement:

Tiatze Extension theorem. LetXbe a normal top space and
I

f. ( -> 50,17 be a continuous function on a closed subset (IX.

Then I admire a continuous extension E. X-> (0, 17.

Proof. We will build a sequence (fullof i
L



continuous functions fa:X->(0,] it. Of-E,ful, I
Given such a sequence,

note lt:

(i) Ifule-dasf,Oht, hearthetail foren =N

↳, the triangle inequality:pfellu* llfullne
Thus, (f) is Cancly in the uniform metric,

n =1

heare it has a limit Iin the uniform metric, which
is thus continuous since ((X, IR) is a complete
metric space withthe uniform metric. Furthermore,

n
-1

O2E:I bese FN, Z,fu,ul.
(ii) Flc=f bene dull,f) =bimdut,fil,f)=

him I =0 on C.

Now we build much a sequence emersively. itin4tc =
=f"/(0,57) and C = =f" (13, 17), so

these we disjoint and closed by continuity. By Raysohn,
Icontinuous f,: X->90, 5) s.flc. =0 and filc, = 5-
Then fafils?O and f-files. Then we define



fr: X- (0,52] similarly using futile instead of7.

Coburning trees, we get fix -> 10,"he

Tietze Extension for unbold functions. Let X be a normal top space
and let fo C->IR be a continuous function on a closed (=X.

Then I admits a continuous extension :C->IR.
Proof. Lety:= +171). Then-lyal of giX->(-1,1) is

montinuous. We can apply the bounded Tietze exten-

sion theorem to
go (actually, to Elg+1)) and obtain

a retinous extension 5: X-C-1, 1, i.e.5lc-y.
To

goback to f, we would wand to take

I = =9/1-15) butI mighttake It values.

Solution(Vahagh, Erike). Treaty as a continuous function
from X to TR = = IBU)=83 al take

F ==max/min (1, /rig1),-1). This is

coat. on X and has values in IR.

Furthermore, Flc=f.
solution 2. It (0:=g

+

(11) al G:=C, Men Co, G, are



disjoint closed site, so by Urgsohn, I but.
hiX-> 10,17 sit. hIc =0 and hla, El,
and we take I = =(g.h)/-1g.h).
Run F:X-RR al flat,

Remark. This shows ItTietze extension holds respecting
open interval ranges.

Compactness. Compacture is the analogue of finite in the continuous

world.

Bet (open covers). Atop space X is called compact if every

I open cower admits a finite subwover.

Wet (intersection ofclosed). Atop. SpaceX is called compactif
every family E=P(X) of closed its with the
finiteintersection property (i.e. every finite subcollection
Fi, F2, ...,Fuelhas a nonempts intersection: Fit()
has an intersection, i.e. AF #4.

in

If*



Equivalence of thetwo defs. M = P(X) is an open cover

=> E:= (u':Uete3 is such atEr=0

Conversely, if I is a family ofdossch sits,
Han MC =0 <=) ==(F: Faf) is
an open cover.

open covers-> intersofclosed. Let I be a family with the

fin. into property. Mean if 15were 0, R would
I

be an open cover with no finite schnover.

intersofclosed => opencovers. Let ll be an open cover,

30 M5x =0 Rs In cannothave the fin.
into prop, hence I cannot have a finite subwover.


